
Tips for Designing Digital Planners from Your Template Kit

First, a word about digital planners. Being that digital planners are designed for digital devices, such as 
iPads and Android Devices, there is currently not a standard size for your digital planner documents. 
Depending on who you study with or which YouTube video you watch, you’ll get a different answer as to 
what size file you should create your digital planner in.

On this page, you’ll find basic instructions that will allow you to set up a document, in order to pull in 
your digital planner template kit from Dvorah at ShareYourBrilliance.com. It’s important to note that in 
order to add hyperlinks to your digital planner, you need to create the hyperlinks in the software 
program that is native to the computer’s operating system. The most common software programs used 
when creating digital planners are:

• PowerPoint for Windows PC
• Keynote for Apple 
• Affinity Publisher for both platforms.

Step 1: Open up a new document in one of the above programs. Reread the above “important note.”

Step 2: Adjust the size of your document file to the desired size. Remember, there are many options for 
sizes, based on who you study with. The sizes we use in many of our digital notebooks and planners are:

• For Landscape Facing Planners (Double Page Spread or Single Page Spread)

• Keynote: 855 points x 596 points  
• PowerPoint and Affinity: 11.875 inches x 8.28 inches  

• PowerPoint and Affinity: For Portrait Facing Notebooks (Single Page Spread)

• Keynote: 1024 points x 1366 points
• PowerPoint and Affinity:  14.22 inches x  18.98 inches 

Step 3: Add your pages or pull in your images. You can create digital planners and notebooks from 
scratch or… you can pull in the planner page spread images from your Digital Planner Combo Kits or other 
pages or kits you have the rights to. Add one page image to each slide.

• When you pull the images in, they may need to be resized. For consistency, you may want to set 
up the page layout for the first image, then duplicate the slide and replace the current image 
with the next image in the kit. 

• Another option is to refer to the image size in the format pane section, and use those same 
image dimensions and placement locations for each image/page.

Step 4: Once you pull in the pages, organize your planner and label the section dividers. Add one slide 
of each type, after its corresponding divider page. You’ll add multiple pages in step 6.

Step 5: Add hyperlinks to the divider tabs of the first page and test your links. Once all the links go to 
the correct slides, you can proceed. 

Step 6: Now you can make multiple copies of slides and add them after their corresponding divider 
section. Be careful NOT to move or delete the hyperlinked sections as that will break your links.

Step 7: After you’ve added your hyperlinks (using the native program for your computer) save the file in 
PDF format. Open the PDF file and click on the tabs to get from section to section.

Step 8: Spend time creating and tweaking your digital planners and notebooks as you gain expertise.

To learn more about creating digital planners, you can search YouTube and locate instructors you enjoy 
learning from. For comprehensive course recommendations, view the recommendations on our resource 
page at: ShareYourBrilliance.com/resources - Have fun creating! D’vorah

https://shareyourbrilliance.com/resources





